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NOTE:
As we release this document, we recognize that we are at a pivotal moment
to defend Black lives in the United States. Many immigrant rights organizations
are working to champion the demands of the Movement for Black Lives and
to lift up the leadership of Black immigrants.

INTRODUCTION
Across the U.S., as Black communities are rising for justice, there is unprecedented recognition
that policing and incarceration, by design, have criminalized Black people and communities of
color. Federal policies which co-mingle policing and incarceration with deportation have also
deeply hurt immigrants of color, with disproportionate harm to Black immigrants.
Meanwhile, COVID-19 continues to threaten the lives of detained and incarcerated people.
Often with the leadership of Black immigrants, people in immigration detention have led
hunger strikes and protests in support of #BLM and also calling for their freedom. In this moment,
it is crucial to portray the full humanity and life experiences of people facing detention and
deportation.

FOR EDITORS AND REPORTERS
A growing number of publications and editors are assessing their use of language and the way
stories about systemic racism are told. A June 2020 article in the Economist notes, “Seeing the
bias in even innocently intended language is a first step towards understanding that there is still
work to do.”
Notably, in recent weeks, the Associated Press adopted the longstanding practice of many
news outlets in capitalizing the word Black; a decision we applaud. Earlier this decade, many
newsrooms, including AP, decided to stop using the word “illegal” as a noun to describe
immigrants without documents.
We hope this guide is a meaningful contribution to conversations in the newsrooms around
language and storytelling regarding immigrants who have had contact with the criminal
justice system.
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BACKGROUND
MULTIPLE LAYERS OF INJUSTICE
People facing deportation, including those in detention, come from a variety of backgrounds and
experiences. This includes people fleeing dangerous conditions, green card holders, visa holders,
and long-term undocumented residents of the U.S. Among them are community members who
have had contact with the U.S.’ flawed criminal legal system, including arrests by local police and/
or convictions. A growing body of research has demonstrated the criminal legal system suffers from
severe obstacles to equal justice which have led to tremendous racial disparities, with particular
harm to Black people.
But in direct contradiction to criminal justice reform efforts, Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) funnels people who have already been deemed eligible for release from prisons or jails into
its sprawling system of immigration detention and deportation. An increasing number of lawmakers
and experts have questioned this extra layer of punishment, which comes after a person has
completed their time in the criminal legal system, as unethical and unnecessary. ICE targets green
card holders and those without current status alike.

BEYOND THE LABELS
Journalists have documented that ICE routinely uses inflammatory language to dehumanize
immigrants, including people with past records.
People with past records include survivors of violence and people who have fled war and
genocide. They include people who have been subjected to racial profiling and people who
have changed their lives after past mistakes. They include people who were stripped of their green
cards under laws members of Congress have denounced as discriminatory, as well as people who
currently lack immigration status due to the federal government’s inability to create a workable
immigration process. They have family or loved ones hurt by their absence who eagerly await and
often advocate for their release.

THE COVID-19 CONTEXT: A MATTER OF LIFE OR DEATH
The federal government systematically deprives tens of thousands of immigrants of liberty each
day, creating the largest structure of immigration detention in the world. Just a few decades ago,
this system did not exist. Yet as of June 24, ICE was detaining 23,429 people in some 200 facilities.
Even prior to COVID19, medical neglect was rampant in ICE detention, with 207 deaths in the last
17 years. (By design, social distancing is impossible in all forms of incarceration, which has long put
people in prisons, jails, and detention at serious risk from the flu and other illnesses.)
Thousands of doctors have warned that immigration detention, like all forms of mass incarceration,
makes physical distancing impossible and risks becoming a “tinderbox” for the pandemic,
frustrating efforts to flatten the curve. ICE itself has reported 2,572 cases out of 8,858 tests as of June
26, and two deaths. But detained people are concerned that the agency has underreported the
crisis, and reports of lack of access to soap, cleaning supplies, and masks are disturbingly common.
One model estimates that at least 70% of detained immigrants, and possibly up to 100%, could
become infected by COVID-19. Moreover, there is increasing evidence that people who survive
COVID may face serious long-term health challenges.
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KEY INFORMATION
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In recent years, health professionals and experts have called for “people-centered” language
when describing individuals in the criminal justice context. Additionally, over the last decade,
many newsrooms have changed their style guides to avoid terms that are pejorative toward
immigrants. The following recommendations address the intersection of these two issues.

THE CRIMINAL LEGAL SYSTEM
BRIEF BACKGROUND AND RECOMMENDATIONS
•

As numerous scholars have documented, the roots of systemic racism in policing extend back
to the era of slavery.

•

The U.S. currently incarcerates more people than any other nation on earth: 2.3 million people

•

as of March 2020. According to The Sentencing Project:
• “African-American adults are 5.9 times as likely to be incarcerated than whites and
[Latinxs] are 3.1 times as likely.”
• “The United States in effect operates two distinct criminal justice systems: one for
wealthy people and another for poor people and people of color.”
70% of all U.S. adults have committed an offense that could lead to incarceration, according
to Politifact, showing the vast reach of criminalization in the United States.

•

A nationwide poll published in 2017 found most crime survivors “prefer investments
in rehabilitation and treatment over increased incarceration and the deportation of
immigrants.” Innovative scholars have long argued that mass incarceration is unnecessary.

PROBLEMATIC TERMS TO RECONSIDER
PROBLEMATIC TERM
“Criminal;”
“convicted
criminal”

“Felon;” “convict;”
“ex-con;”
“offender”

CONCERNS

ALTERNATIVES

Even former prosecutors have

Person, person with a

noted that “criminal” is a vague

conviction

term that covers a vast array of
conduct.

As health experts have noted, this

Person with a felony

carries a significant amount of

conviction

stigma. These terms may paint an
overly simplistic
picture to readers.

A discussion of additional terms, based on the perspective of incarcerated people themselves, is
available in this article from the Marshall Project.
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THE IMMIGRATION SYSTEM
Creating sharp dichotomies between those deemed “criminal” as opposed to those deemed
“non-criminal” obscures systematic racial disparities, the complexity of the law at play in both
the immigration and criminal legal systems, and individuals’ life circumstances.

“...while Black immigrants make up
only 7.2% of the noncitizen population
in the U.S., they make up 20.3% of
immigrants facing deportation... on
criminal grounds...”

A 2016 report by the Black Alliance for Just
Immigration found “while Black immigrants make
up only 7.2% of the noncitizen population in the
U.S., they make up 20.3% of immigrants facing
deportation … on criminal grounds.” Additionally,

Black immigrants are 6 times more likely to be
locked in solitary confinement while in detention.
This reality has all too often been ignored in the
discourse around immigration and criminalization, leading to the erasure of Black immigrants.

PROBLEMATIC TERMS TO RECONSIDER
PROBLEMATIC TERM

CONCERNS

ALTERNATIVES

“Illegal immigrant”

This term ignores the complexities of

Undocumented immigrant,

immigration status and has been widely

Immigrant without current

rejected by news organizations over the

status

last several years.

“Aggravated felon”

“Aggravated felony” is a complicated

Formerly incarcerated

“term of art” introduced by harsh

immigrant, Person with a

immigration laws. The term has little

criminal record, or

connection with its colloquial meaning

•

and includes a vast range of conduct.

Person convicted/charged
with a crime considered an
‘aggravated felony’ under
immigration law

“Deported felon”

“Felon” is a charged term that focuses

Deported person,

on one narrow aspect of a person’s

Person who was deported

identity and tells readers nothing about

after completing a sentence

the circumstances of the individual’s life.
It is worth noting that anti-immigrant
organizations have for several decades
sought to use this term to build a
narrative which criminalizes immigrants.
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PROBLEMATIC TERM

CONCERNS

ALTERNATIVES

“Felon committing illegal

The 1929 law creates a vicious cycle

Person seeking to return to

where people are separated from their

the U.S.

entry or reentry”

families, deported, and when they seek
to return home, they are convicted
of misdemeanors and felonies.
Systematically labeling immigrants
as “criminals” and “felons,” through
language and law, has been a tactic
used by white supremacists going back
to the one who originally sponsored this
law nearly a century ago.

“Criminal alien”

“Alien” is an offensive term; and

Formerly incarcerated

together, these two words risk

immigrant, Person with a

sensationalizing the issue.

criminal record

BACKGROUND: THE LEGAL ARCHITECTURE OF CRIMINALIZATION
•

•

Harsh laws passed in 1996 vastly expanded the grounds for deportation, while curtailing due
process and barring judges from considering the individual circumstances of a person’s life in
many cases. These laws, which tied the immigration system to the criminal legal system, also
automatically strip many green card holders of immigration status. Due to these laws, ICE
targets people for deportation after they have completed their sentence or been deemed
eligible for release, sometimes decades later. Even conservative republicans came to regret
some of the laws’ impacts.
“Unauthorized entry” and “reentry” to the United States were made crimes (under criminal
law) due to legislation sponsored by “unrepentent” white supremacist Senator Coleman
Blease in 1929, as the Washington Post reported last year.

FURTHER BACKGROUND
•

U.S. law generally considers most issues related to immigration detention and deportation to
be matters under “civil” or administrative law. This has several little-understood implications.
• In civil proceedings, unlike criminal proceedings, legal representation is not
guaranteed. People must find or pay for their own attorneys. Legal experts note there
is no other area of U.S. law where detained people must advocate for their liberty
against trained government lawyers without guaranteed legal representation.
• Yet under immigration law, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) can
nonetheless deprive immigrants of liberty during deportation proceedings, and even
deport many people without a hearing.
• The “civil” nature of immigration detention also means that ICE has significant authority
to quickly free people from detention. Unfortunately, ICE rarely exercises its discretion in
this manner, particularly for people with prior interactions with the criminal legal system.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWING A PERSON WITH A
CONVICTION WHO IS FACING DETENTION/DEPORTATION
•

•

•

Portray people in their full humanity. Describe their aspirations and hopes, interests, family and
community life, the challenges they’ve faced in life and how they have changed over the
years.
If the person is being interviewed for a short comment or reaction, but they are not the focus of
the story, consider whether it is necessary to ask about, and/or mention, their criminal record. Is it
a relevant detail in the context of the overall story, or does it distract from the piece?
If you mention the conviction, it is important to dedicate sufficient space in the story - possibly
a paragraph - to give appropriate context to the person’s life circumstances. Consider these
factors:
• How long ago did the conviction occur?
• What were the circumstances in the person’s life at the time? Were they experiencing
violence or trauma? How has the person’s life since changed?
• How would the person’s continued detention or deportation affect their family and
loved ones, including U.S. citizens?
• The support the person may have from the broader community.
• What resources did the person have - or lack - to contest the criminal charges they
faced prior to being turned over to ICE? What was the quality of legal representation
they received, and how might this have affected what they pleaded to or were
convicted of? How would someone with greater economic resources have fared?

WHEN ICE SENSATIONALIZES CASES
Scholars have noted that one of Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s key tactics is to
publicize sensational information regarding crimes allegedly committed by immigrants. Such
an attempt to single out one aspect of people’s identity as the cause of their actions, and thus
scapegoat and demonize immigrants as a whole, has drawn profound concern from historians
and civil rights leaders.
It bears noting that ICE has a significant record of misrepresenting the truth. An agency
spokesperson resigned in 2018 saying he was asked to “flat-out lie.” Internal ICE emails published
by The Intercept in 2017 illustrate the agency’s concerted attempts to exaggerate the severity of
cases. The acting Chief of Staff for ICE’s Enforcement and Removal Operations told agents:

“Please put together a white paper covering the three
most egregious cases,” adding: “If a location has only one
egregious case — then include an extra egregious case from
another city.”
ICE appears to be taking a similar approach during the pandemic, publicizing the charges
and convictions of medically vulnerable individuals, despite the fact they have been ordered
released from detention by court order.
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Key questions to consider in response to ICE press statements
• Is the information accurate? (At times, new information emerges about a case months or
years after the fact.)
• Is ICE attempting to paint all immigrants with a broad brush, and/or attempting to paint
immigration status as the cause of someone’s actions? What other voices can provide an
alternate perspective?
• Even in highly charged and politicized cases, how can the principles of due process, and the
right to a fair trial, be respected?
• Family members of people who pass away from COVID-19 may be experiencing intense
trauma and psychological distress. It is important to consider how coverage that focuses on
an individual’s contact with the criminal legal system could further traumatize grieving family
members.
• It is also important to bear in mind that the family members and loved ones of detained
people who contract COVID-19 will be experiencing psychological distress.

AVOIDING OVERSIMPLIFICATION
There is a stark ethical question one should ask when seeking to distinguish between
data points about detained individuals’ past interaction with U.S. legal systems: should a
person’s safety behind bars rely on whether they have been labeled “criminal”?
Over the course of last year, ICE and Border
Patrol detained hundreds of thousands of
“... making these (‘non-criminal’ vs
people in total. While individuals held in these
‘criminal’) distinctions detracts from the
systems are generally detained under civil
overly punitive, unjust, and inhumane
immigration laws, most are held in the same
conditions all people caught up in both
jails and prisons that also incarcerate people
serving criminal sentences, or have been
legal systems are facing.”
used for that purpose in the past. Because of
this, many people, including journalists, feel
compelled to distinguish between immigrants
in civil custody and people serving time in criminal custody, and to distinguish between people
labeled “non-criminal” vs “criminal” in immigration custody.
However, making these distinctions detracts from the overly punitive, unjust, and inhumane
conditions all people caught up in both legal systems are facing. And it obscures the
complexities of the criminal legal system, where colloquial connotations do not always align with
technical definitions.
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CURRENT CONCEPT
“Most detained immigrants
are non-criminals and thus
should be released”

CONCERNS

ALTERNATIVES

Individuals in detention who do

Coverage could focus on

have contact with the criminal legal

the medical vulnerability

system - a system with profound racial

of individuals; the authority

disparities - have already completed

ICE has to quickly release

their sentence or been deemed eligible

individuals; family and

for release. How long is it reasonable to

community connections.

apply the “criminal” label?
[Note: At the same time,
In light of the threat posed by the

advocates are supporting

pandemic, should a person’s safety

calls to release all people from

behind bars rely on whether they have

jails and prisons. Incarcerated

received the “criminal” label?

people’s lives are equally at
risk regardless what agency’s
custody they are in.]

“Violent offenders”

This simple term masks the complexity
of criminal law; with many crimes
which may sound ‘violent’ lacking any
element of harm and vice-versa.
It is also important to consider how
much time has passed since the person
received or completed the sentence.

Sweeping references to
“rapists, murderers, and sex
offenders”

Consider whether it is
necessary and relevant to
mention the conviction.
If you determine it is necessary
to cover a person’s record, the
following may help convey a
fuller picture of the person’s
life:
• Include not only the
conviction, but the life
circumstances surrounding
it and the time.
• Allow space to describe
how the individual’s life
may have since changed.

This language has been used to fuel

Specific descriptions of facts

stereotypes and demonize immigrants

and circumstances.

and people of color.

PERSPECTIVES ON SAFETY AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION:
•

ICE frequently makes claims related to public safety. Yet other crucial sources and
perspectives related to public safety are all too often left out of the conversation.
• Violence survivors and violence prevention leaders have increasingly found that
alternative solutions which do not involve incarceration are the most effective options
for building community safety.
•

This is a perspective shared by formerly imprisoned people who have rebuilt their lives.
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SOURCES
Members of the media should be aware that certain sources which seek to portray themselves
as neutral or more researched-based advocates actually have well-documented ties to nativist,
white nationalist organizations. The Southern Poverty Law Center has designated two oft-quoted
organizations as hate groups.
•
•

Center for Immigration Studies (CIS) “... has a decades-long history of circulating racist
writers, while also associating with white nationalists.”
Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR)’s “leaders have ties to white
supremacist groups and eugenicists and have made many racist statements.”

We encourage reporters to elevate the voices of Black immigrants and formerly detained
immigrants. The following is an initial, partial and developing list of sources who have
offered availability to provide comment and context to reporters on the issues discussed in
this guide. We will continue to update this list.

CONTACT INFO

CONTACT

ORGANIZATION

Abraham Paulos,
Deputy Director
of Policy and
Communications

Black Alliance for
Just Immigration

abraham@baji.org

African American and Black immigrant
communities; Anti-Blackness,
intersection of incarceration and
deportation; Racism in U.S. laws/culture,
migration, globalization

Families for
Freedom

donald@families
forfreedom.org

Long term non-US residents, Greencard holders in particular, facing
deportation due to past convictions or
immigration issues

Meron Tebeje,
Communications
Coordinator

Freedom to Thrive

meron@
freedomtothrive.org,

Healing and wellness, safety outside of
policing, political education & proBlack gender justice organizing

Mia Arreguin,
Director Strategic
Communications

Mijente

mia@mijente.net

Intersection of policing and immigration
systems, Latinos and: Defund the Police,
policing, criminal justice, BLM, COVID
impacts; surveillance

Donald
Anthonyson,
Director

Ny Nourn,
Community
Advocate
Anoop Prasad,
Staff Attorney

Asian Law
Caucus

(not for public distribution)

nyn@advancingjusticealc.org
anoopp@advancing
justice-alc.org

ISSUE AREAS

People w/ convictions in state prison,
including SouthEast Asian Refugees;
Pardons; interviews with currently,
formerly incarcerated people

(continued on next page...)
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CONTACT
Phal Sok

Immigrants
organizing at
Mesa Verde
Detention Center

ORGANIZATION
Youth Justice
Coalition

CONTACT INFO
(not for public distribution)

phal.sok@
youth4justice.org

ISSUE AREAS
Immigration, criminal justice, youth
justice

Immigrants at Mesa Verde Detention Center in Bakersfield, CA, with the leadership of Black
immigrants, organized a hunger strike in support of #BlackLivesMatter in June, and have
expressed solidarity with a hunger strike at San Quentin prison as well.
• Lisa Knox, Managing Attorney, Centro Legal, 415-684-4783, lknox@centrolegal.org, can
connect to recently released leaders including Donovan Grant, an immigrant from
Jamaica, and Charles Joseph, and currently detained immigrants. Susan Beaty, Centro
Legal, 203-554-2483, sbeaty@centrolegal.org, can connect with immigrants currently
detained at the facility.
• The California Immigrant Youth Justice Alliance can connect with currently and formerly
detained immigrants: Juan Prieto, jprieto@ciyja.org, 510-414-0953
• The Interfaith Movement for Human Integrity Integrity can also connect to current and
formerly detained immigrants. Rev. Deborah Lee, 415-297-8222
dlee@im4humanintegrity.org

ABOUT THE “COMM/UNITY”
NETWORK

Comm/Unity is a network of national communicators who are working to challenge the
criminalization of immigrants and ensure fair and accurate coverage. The network includes the
following organizations, many of which are available to speak to reporters:
Detention Watch Network, Freedom to Thrive, Grassroots Leadership, Immigrant
Defense Project, Immigrant Justice Network, Immigrant Legal Resource Center,
Just Futures Law, Latino Justice, National Immigrant Justice Center, National
Immigration Law Center, National Day Laborer Organizing Network, Southeast Asia
Resource Action Center, United We Dream. The network is anchored by Immigrant
Defense Project.
For more information or if you have any questions, please contact Jon Rodney, jon@immdefense.org.
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